The War for Talent
How Does It Affect the Bottom-line?
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Parting Note

“

Talent, just like gold or any other precious commodity is
subject to the same demand and supply economics.

Gyan Nagpal,

Book 0:
Introduction

Best Selling Author & Talent Management Coach.

It’s always good to open anything with a quote. Does it not put
your mind at ease? Especially with a war to think about, it does
serve as a strong motivator. This only adds to the effect coming
from a best seller, and author of Talent Economics: The Fine Line
Between Winning & Losing the Global War for Talent.
In the wake of a recession, the potential competitive advantage of
getting the people investment right is too big to miss – akin to the
Game of Thrones. The war, however, is a different one altogether.
Not one for monetary gain or real estate, not for even food, but
people – talent.
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Yes, the War for Talent does affect organizations on multiple

Evidence suggests that how an organization manages talent in

fronts; one of note is the bottom-line. It is, after all, a word of high

this rapid and dynamic environment could very well make the

priority in the business world. In this eBook, we promise to cover

difference in this subtle yet potent war, to the bottom line. Take for

its impact on the same and in the context of three questions:

instance the fact that organizations with engaged employees are
about 16% more profitable than those with poor engagement.

What is the impact of an ageing workforce?

Now, engaging employees and maximizing your returns in

Are you maximizing the return of investment (ROI) in

general are not a question of spending more. This is rather bound

people?
Does it matter if your employees are engaged?

to have a negative impact. Instead, it is critical that organizations
plan for and invest in the skills needed to drive growth in the face
of a landscape that continues to evolve.
In this eBook, we have addressed some of the practical ways in

It’s easy enough to state that people are one of organizations'

which organizations handle these issues, with some actionable

most valuable assets, and that effective management of and

insights to stay ahead of the game in The War for Talent.

investment in the same is fundamental to their growth aspirations.
But, why?
Truth be told, organizations face an onslaught of rapid change. As
stated by several experts, technology is aggressive with its
advancement, seldom waiting for us to keep pace. Additionally,
there is also the rise of globalized economy and changes in
demographics to consider.
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A good question to ask here would be, “Why is an Ageing Workforce an
issue now?” Truth be told, the question foreshadows one of the major
issues to come in the following years, and how best to cope with it. This is
a consequence of two changes:

An ageing population in several developed countries
The fact that people are staying economically active for longer.
Take for example the United Kingdom, it’s no secret that they are, as a
nation, getting older. In 2010, for historically the first time, the number of
people in retirement age and over far exceeded the number of sixteen
year olds and under. Simply put, more than one in three people in the UK

Book 1:
An Ageing
Workforce

is over 50.
Inevitably, an ageing population implies greater dependency on a
declining number of people of traditional working age. The year of 2011
saw the United Kingdom possess a dependency ratio – the number of
retired and unemployed as a proportion of the number of people at
normal working age – of 25%. This is forecast to increase to 38% by 2050.
Of course, it’s not just the UK facing a unique challenge in the form of an
ageing population. The same is true in most northern European and
developed countries, such as Japan and the US.
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In Japan, for example, one epidemiologist suggested that should the birth rate not rise, the Japanese people could be extinct in 1000 years.
That’s some harsh statistic to face.
Down below is a chart with the median age of a population, i.e. the age at which there are the same number of older and younger people.
It presents countries with a growing issue that would have to be tackled, principally through innovation in business practices combined with
a change in attitude as to how business talent is managed.
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For the first time, businesses in countries like Germany, France
and the UK would need to plan for the rising number of older
employees.
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Now, we’ve already shown you the median age of both countries. Before
we dive deeper, let’s also show you their population distribution by age
group, in years.
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Book 1.1:
China & India
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Source: Mercer’s 2015 Inside Employees’ Minds Survey
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With several organizations competing with the emerging
powerhouses of India and China, it’s important to explore the
demographics of these countries over the same period. The age
distribution of India’s population follows the normal expectations
of an emerging major economy: a neat pyramid shape with a
comparatively low median age.
China, on the other hand, does not. In fact, its median age is only
just below that of the US and UK, and is fast increasing, largely

20%

due to the one child policy introduced by the authorities in 1979.
Given the importance of China to the world economy, there are
real concerns about how a shrinking workforce, coupled with the
towering burden of elderly care, will impact China’s economic

20% of 13.6 Million population in Shanghai is

growth.

over 59.

Of course, in October 2015, the Chinese news agency Xinhua did
announce plans of the government to abolish the one-child policy,
but the impact of such a decision, though potent, is yet to reveal

Expected to project to 1/3rd of the population by
2020.Here are you stats.

itself in its entirety.
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A longer working life is already reality for many employees, meaning employers
are likely to face both challenges and opportunities as their workforce ages. The
legal and regulatory environment has changed with it – age discrimination is
now illegal and the Default Retirement Age is long since removed.

Book 1.2:
A Longer
Working
Life
7

54%

of those aged 55 and over intend to work past their
retirement age.

This group could again be roughly divided into:

Those who need to work longer due to financial pressures, and
Those who simply want to work longer.
The question arises, “How will organizations
motivate these different groups?”
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“ I’m Working

“ I’m Working

Insufficient savings for retirement and the economic downturn,

People now have a choice. This, even more so in the UK, when

combined with major shifts in the regulatory landscape and

the default pension age was scrapped in October 2011. Now,

working culture, forced people to work beyond their intended

employees across the globe have far more control over when

retirement age.

they decide to retire.

Because I Must

Because I Want To

In fact, per the Office for National Statistics (ONS), the average
pension savings of people retiring between the ages of 50 and
64 in 2011 was $115,045. This figure would provide an income
of just $4,400 to $5,000 a year.
An HSBC report suggests that nearly half of working-age
Canadians fail to save enough for retirement. This information is
more granular among Australians, where merely 53% of couples
and 22% of single people are on track to achieve a conformable
level of retirement income. The stat is a dire 68% on the failing
side for Americans, and over 50% in the UK.
These are terrifying numbers.
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The Opportunity for Business

Solutions & Actions

Now that people possess absolute control over their retirement

Now, with the consideration that you do have an ageing

age, how best can you leverage the knowledge, experience and

workforce, it is essential to take necessary steps to understand the

reputation of this ageing workforce? There are several common

likely future shape of your employee demographic. After all, every

themes to look at here:

single employee in an organization exists to contribute to the

1

Creating a cultural change – dealing with myths about

bottom line.

older workers,

Again, different groups may have different motivations; a strong

2

How to maximize this resource to help drive growth, and

understanding of the same enables focus on how best to

3

How to meet future resource needs and use succession

maximize that contribution.

planning and knowledge transfer effectively.
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A positive culture around the changing demographic is most
certainly an important first step. However, there is also that bit
about myths – myths about older workers. These are best
addressed upfront by an organization.

Myth #1:

Create A Culture
That Embraces
Older Workers

All Older Employees Are Alike
Take for example, the notion that older workers are merely
counting down the days, are less motivated and just as unlikely to
take risks. There’s also that popular saying about their rigidity to
change.
However, while it is true that a person’s priorities may change with
time, their fundamental motivation and attitude to work changes
rather negligibly throughout their working life. This is something to
marvel at.
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Myth #2:

Myth #2:

Older Employees Are Unwilling
to Learn or Engage in Training
& Development

Older Employees Are Likely to
Take More Sick Days
While true that older workers who are sick tend to remain so for a

Ever heard of the saying, “You can’t teach old dogs new tricks”?

longer period, they take far fewer sick days than younger workers

Well, that’s actually not true, even more so with people. This
assumes that all older employees are the same.
Levels of engagement, in reality, have far more to do with
individual differences and motivation rather than age.
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The consensus among organizations we talk to is that making changes in both the work
environment and role are key to maximizing contribution of their older employees.

Environment

Use your

Resources
Effectively

If you’ve been reading the Mettl eBooks for long, then you must be familiar with the phrase,
“One size does not fit all”.
Then, what ought to be in place for different people to work effectively, you may ask. Well,
some of the changes organizations have begun to put in place include:

Adaptable working arrangements,
More tailored training and development programmes,
Remuneration, and
Benefit structures that reflect changing priorities at different stages in people’s lives.
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Role
If you’ve read our eBooks for long, you may have also heard of a
phrase along the lines of tailoring roles to make best use of
people’s skills and experience.
There are several organizations where a former senior employee
moved onto a more ambassadorial role, running key initiatives,
programmes and becoming more involved in training and
development.
Of course, there are issues that may arise with changes in role,
not least that it may require a realignment of the reward structure
and working hours to reflect the contribution and value of the role
to the organization.
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Good succession planning could make a big difference in
retaining knowledge and expertise within an organization. We

Succession

have often heard that the next generation of leaders require

Importance

The experience and knowledge of an older workforce could easily

Planning & Its
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nurture and development from older employers. This is a must for
sustainable growth, and yes, it does help when older workers are
seen more as contributors than blockers of young talent.

spiral into an integral part of development through effective
mentoring and coaching programmes.
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Why? Simply because, when Senior Corrosion Engineer Richard C.
Woollam left, BP lost valuable intellectual capital in the form of his
knowledge, experience and expertise.
It’s true that several organizations grapple with the how best to
deal succession planning within the leadership team question.

Case In Point:
Prudhoe Bay 2009

Here, there is a clear divide between challenges faced by large
businesses and those of private companies and partnerships.
For example, in several private companies, senior roles are often
held by owners of a business. This type of business may face
challenges in the form of separating out the suitability of a

BP, British Multinational Oil and Gas Company, learnt a lesson on

particular person for their role, even if they retain ownership.

knowledge value the hard way when corrosion in the Prudhoe Bay
pipeline – in 2006 – caused a small leak in the pipe. The resulting

Larger organizations usually find that ownership is separated from

spill, the largest ever on Alaska’s North Slope, forced BP to shut

the role, and generally have more rigorous performance

down the pipeline and the Prudhoe Bay Oilfield, the largest in the

management processes in place for all employees. These

U.S. Overnight, 8% of domestic oil production was shut down due

processes, albeit far from perfect, do identify when somebody is

to extensive corrosion.

no longer in the right role with time abound shifting priorities.

Audits revealed that by the time this massive pipeline spill was

At the end of the day, it is certainly best to support retirement

discovered, the job of BP’s senior corrosion engineer had been

planning. Why, you may ask? Maybe you know the answer

left unfulfilled for more than a year. This hindered BP’s ability to

already. But, supporting people to plan for retirement so you don’t

maintain strategic view of its corrosion prevention activities,

have people working beyond normal retirement age because

costing them billions in a frenzy.

they must rather than want to is a sound investment.
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Book 2:
Employee
Engagement

Now, isn’t this a topic better initiated with the question, “What is
Employee Engagement?”
Well, simply put, if a workplace approach results in the right conditions
for every member of an organization to give their best each day, commit
to the organization’s goals and values, and yearn for motivation to
contribute to organizational success, you’ve got Employee Engagement.

“

The essence of competitiveness is liberated when we make
people believe what they think and do is important – and
then get out of their way while they do it.
Jack Welch,

Former CEO of General Electric

Well, the man did have a way with words, and he did just explain it in a
much snazzier way than we could.
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Don’t believe us? Here are some stats from organizations in the
top quartile for employee engagement. It’s a compelling read:

18%

12%

37%

16%

Productivity

Customer
Ratings

Absenteeism

Profitability

Why is it an issue now?

In this competitive global business environment, no organization

When we turn the clock back to 2009, David MacLeod and Nita

Hewitt study revealed that merely 25% of employees fall under the

Clarke argued via their report that employee engagement was

highly-engaged category, while 40% are cited as moderately

absolutely fundamental for organizational success. They went as

engaged. That leaves around 60% to fall under the not engaged

far as to demonstrate a direct link between business performance

and actively disengaged categories.

can afford to have disengaged employees. And yet, a 2016 Aon

and employee engagement.
Now, when we talk about Millennials, we see that they are
Yes, it is true that engaged employees are more motivated, more

expected to climb up in population percentage points in the

loyal to a company, and make extra discretionary effort at work

coming years as former generations tire into retirement. Yet again,

more because of passion and love than anything else. It is this

per a Gallup survey – 60% are open to a different job opportunity.

extra discretionary effort that makes all the difference in

60% of the Millennials.

distinguishing a company from its competitors, or at a more
granular level – a team within the organizational ecosystem from
the other.
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To the interesting part, what are the consequences of low
engagement?
Well, organizations with employee engagement ranked in the
bottom quartile experienced the following in terms of
percentages. This is also a compelling read:

51%

62%

51%

Staff Turnover

Accidents

Inventory Shrinkage

These are stats directly from the MacLeod & Clarke report
mentioned previously.
It’s a no brainer. Employee Engagement done right can make all
the difference to an organization in a buoyant economic climate,
and is arguably even more important in a downturn where
discretionary effort is a low-cost boost to growth.
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Book 2.1: What Aﬀects
Employee Engagement?
Is it monetary value? Of course, it is an important element. But, the larger picture may be better explained via Mercer’s 2015 Inside
Employees’ Minds Survey. It looked at employees in the form of age divisions, thereby adding a lot of insight for actionable outcomes.
Who Values What: Most Valued Deal Elements by Age

>34

35 - 49

50-64

65+

Base Pay

Base Pay

Base Pay

Base Pay

Career Opportunities

Retirement Plan

Retirement Plan

Retirement Plan

Retirement Plan

Low Health Care Costs

Low Health Care Costs

Type of Work

Low Health Care Costs

Bonus/Incentive

Bonus/Incentive

Bonus/Incentive

Bonus/Incentive

Paid Time Off

Paid Time Off

Low Health Care Costs

Flexible Schedule

Flexible Schedule

Type of Work

Working for a Respectable
Organization

Source: Mercer’s 2015 Inside Employees’ Minds Survey
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However, even this merely touches the tip of the iceberg. An ecosystem with high levels of employee engagement is far more complicated.
Let’s start with monetary value.

“

The best use of money as a motivator is to pay people enough to take the issue of money off the table: Pay people
enough so that they are not thinking about money and they’re thinking about the work
Daniel H. Pink,

in his famous book – Drive:
The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us.

Research shows that, except for purely mechanical tasks, once enough money is on the table, purely financial incentives could impair
performance. Simply put, organizations cannot oblige employees to be engaged. Should organizations desire to hold onto their best talent,
an environment where it happens voluntarily is a must.
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You’d be surprised to hear that there are relatively

Book 2.2:
How Can
Organizations
Promote
Employee
Engagement?

straightforward and inexpensive initiatives that an
organization can undertake to positively impact
employee engagement, generating substantial and
tangible financial benefits. Three well-recognized
drivers are:

Autonomy:
The Ability to self-direct your work
Mastery:
The opportunity to be great at what you do
Purpose:
The ability to visualize where the organization is
headed and how you fit in.
But, for employee engagement initiatives to be
successful, they must be tailored to the unique needs
and motivations of each individual. Tarun Katyal,
CHRO MTS, in the summer of 2016 on a Mettl
powered webinar identified five tactics that could
boost employee engagement. They included:
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Inspiring Leadership
Passionate, hands-on and competent leadership is critical to
employee engagement. A genuine interest in your employees and
a sound investment of time in understanding their needs and

Growth & Opportunity

aspirations could spread a strong message, especially one that
shows contribution is valued.
What motivates your employees and how they define success is
key to creating a rewarding environment – one in which your
employees can thrive.

Meaningful Work

A one-on-one with employees to understand their career plan,

To truly engage employees, it is essential to help them feel that

and abilities? Is their career moving in a direction they desire? Are

their work is important and has value. Managers play a crucial

there interesting new projects that they would be interested in to

role here to reinforce the importance of an employee’s role,

expand their skillset?

perhaps? Does their current role make full use of their strengths

helping them effectively visualize a direct connection between
their work and company success.

There are also training and development opportunities that can
help employees advance within the company, and provide clear,
consistent feedback on how they can improve their performance.
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Recognition & Rewards
For employees to feel motivated and give their best, they need to

Case in Point:
An Australian IT company introduced an initiative of giving each

know their efforts will be recognized and rewarded. Simply put,

employee one day every quarter to ideate improvement within

make time to celebrate accomplishments. Whilst competitive pay

the organization’s processes and products. This also included the

and good benefits are key motivating factors, providing incentives

development of new business ideas.

for higher performance gives employees something to strive for.
The only condition was that they had to present them back to the
company. Results were, without a doubt, phenomenal – not only

People Focused Culture
Organizations that reap the benefits of an engaged workforce
understand that people are their greatest asset. It is key to help
employees balance work and home life more easily. In fact, it’s
always good to bring socializing and fun to hard work.

in terms of scale and speed of positive impact to the financial
performance of the business, but also for the impact on the level
of employee engagement.
All in all, employee engagement must remain within
organizational values, at its core. Why? Well, as Lorraine
Heggessey, former controller of BBC One once said,

At the end of the day, a work environment in which people feel

“There isn’t a separate department for managing talent, it is

valued, heard, and with a sense of camaraderie is critical to

everyone’s responsibility.”

employee engagement.
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People may perhaps emerge a more expensive commodity of the production process, while
technology is rendered the cheapest. It is a hypothesis, not hard and fast with its accuracy, but one
with a sense of foreshadowing.

Book 3:
ROI in
People

Does ROI Have to Be an Issue Now?

Global, technological, economic and environmental changes are in a state of change, and at a
rate that is arguably greater than ever before. It’s hardly wise to invest in the skills of the past,
even those that drove businesses to success. Again, it’s foolhardy also to invest in the skills of
today.
The skills of tomorrow, the ability to identify them with visionary accuracy – drivers of future
business; now that is something worth investing in.
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The phenomena of automation and the meteoric rise of the

But at the end of the day, when people think ROI, they also view

Chinese, Indian and other Asian economies has had a seismic

people costs. Now these are one of the biggest overheads for

impact on businesses geographically bound to their western

most businesses. In the retail industry, they average about 10-20%

brethren. Consider the manufacturing and service industries,

of total revenue; more than the cost of inventory on hand. Other

where several routine, process-driven tasks either migrate to

industries, including food and hospitality, see the same percent-

cheap labour markets or vanish into oblivion in its entirety.

age rise as high as 30%.

This, of course, has a significant impact on the people within an

This was back in 2013, from the US Department of Labour.

organization or industry in terms of the skills they need to develop.
Managing these costs is critical to meeting budgets. People are,
From one point of view, we could consider Daniel Pink in A Whole

and would always remain a dynamic, appreciating asset. Ergo,

New Mind. He merely asks, “Does your job pass the three-part

making the right investment decisions with respect to this asset is

test?” That is,

fundamental to achieving current and future goals.

1

Can someone overseas do it cheaper?

2

Can a computer do it faster? And,

3

Am I offering something that satisfies the non-material
desires of an abundant age?

Are You Getting the
Best Out of Your

Spend?
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This is one other thing that most certainly raises eyebrows in the

As a secondary question, the same data set was asked how

ROI ecosystem. In a study commissioned by the Institute of

effective they believed their arrangements were against:

Employment on about 175 organizations, and more than three
million people between them, interesting results unveiled
themselves to say the least. The results included inputs from the
private, public and NPO sectors.

1

Alignment with Business Strategy

2

External Competitiveness for Recruitment & Retention

3

Level of Pay vs. Performance & Contribution

Merely 2% acknowledged their changes as highly effective, while
Here, more than 70% of the organizations surveyed that employee

71% cited reasonable effectiveness or worse.

reward was either very important or critical to success.
Surprisingly, these dire stats did little to spur organizations to
Owing to this, around 69% had made material changes to their

review the effectiveness of their employee reward arrangements.

remuneration arrangements over a two-year period, rewarding

While 46% did carry out comprehensive reviews, 36% did only

strategy, bonus or incentive plans, and employee benefits.

partial reviews, and 18% none at all.

However, it might serve benefit to note that more than half of
these changes were due to either cost or financial pressures, to
better reflect market practice or to address specific weaknesses
or ineffectiveness.

So, How Are

Organizations

Maximizing ROI
on People?
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Employee reward is a key issue for a clear majority of the
organizations, studies have certainly supported that claim.

To Review the Effectiveness of
Bonus & Incentive Arrangements

However, the same organizations have also actively strategized to
ensure that their investment in people emerged effective, efficient,

How effective are your arrangements in influencing employees

and with the best return possible. These strategies include:

and creating behaviour in line with organizational goals? Now
that is a question worth asking here.

To Unveil What’s Working Among
Current Arrangements

An overly complex or poorly executed incentive plan could be a
waste of money, in a best-case scenario, of course. Worst case? It

A thorough evaluation of the various elements of current

could potentially reward behaviours detrimental to an

programmes in terms of cultural fitment with the organization’s

organization in the long run.

objectives, cost effectiveness of delivery and value generated.

To Review Employee Benefit Plans

To Broaden Employee Ownership in the Organization
Providing employees with a direct stake in the business could be

Factoring in employee pension arrangements, benefit plans could

a powerful driver, or rather has enormous potential for sustained

represent a significant level of expense. Though, it is not

future growth.

uncommon for employee benefit plans to evolve over time rather
than being part of an overall strategy.

The John Lewis model reveals that what people own, they also
value. Here, research cites that personal or financial stake

Here, organizations save on significant costs, as well as improve

encourages employees to take more responsibility and ownership.

value of their employee benefit plans. All this, by taking the time

This has a direct correlation with productivity, profitability, and

to look at what employees actually desire and value, reviewing &

employee engagement also; of course, let’s not forget the

renegotiating arrangements with suppliers, and restructuring

inherent benefits it brings to an organization.

benefit delivery.
27
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To Review the Effectiveness of Learning &
Development Programmes

Organizations could use employee surveys to identify elements of
the programmes not valued by employees, and work to either
adjust or remove them, or simply improve how they are

Even a relatively supreme-level review of learning and

communicated.

development programmes often result in material improvements
and cost savings – savings that could cycle into another

At the end of the day, ROI on Human Capital is essential to

investment for further development programmes.

winning the war on talent. Yes, sure does sound like a long time
since we last used that phrase. However, to compress everything

An effective learning programme promises that the right people

we have stated to end our story does seem appropriate. Our

are aligned to the right job; needless to say, are also developing

compression could occur via two varying, but strong examples.

the skills required to strengthen the future of the organization.
After all, learning programmes that are not backed by on-the-job
performance rarely deliver the promised improvements in
business performance.

To Evaluate the Quality of the Employee
Communication Processes
One of the key elements in the success or otherwise of a reward
programme is communication. If employees fail to understand the
programme, they are just as unlikely to be motivated by it.
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Outstanding Perks –
Google

We know Google’s a big name, but even big names lose wars.
Not Google though. Some of the perks one could expect from
Google include:

Creative

Freedom –
Baidu

Be it resources, quicker product iterations, bigger budget, or
freedom to recruit at will, Chinese companies such as Baidu offers
to present a more exhilarating experience. What’s more,

No-Cost Lunch and Dinner

employees are permitted to design their own product regardless

Financial Support for Employees Looking to Adopt Children

of any experience in the realm of product designing.

Access to Beta Test Products for Feedback & Improvement

29

No-Cost Ride to and from their Workplace

It’s been a long ride, but rest assured that you have reached

Sustainable & Great Risk-Reward Ratio

the end. Let’s leave you with a proper goodbye, shall we?
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Around two decades ago consultants from McKinsey unveiled results from a
ground-breaking study and literature, which claimed that talent was an
essential trigger for corporate performance. It highlighted that an
organization’s skill to attract, build and keep talent would net them
considerable competitive gain much into the future.
The credit, in all honest, for coining the term War for Talent goes to them – an
indication of an increasingly cutthroat landscape for hiring and keeping
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talented employees. The book here does not delineate a set of advanced HR
processes, but instead – a mindset that stresses on the criticality of talent to
organizational success.
We hope to have achieved that.
After all, this is an era of Full Employment, where firing or seeing an employee
leave is expected to push organizations into a struggle for replacement. Even
more so with fierce competitors vying for the same talent.
We thank you for having made it this far, and hope to have aided you in
some small way in this war. Oh, it’s very real, and we do hope you play the
winning game. We could perhaps help. You merely need to ask for it.
The information is in your hands, and what you do with it solely rests on you
alone. Godspeed.

mettl.com

What is Mettl?
Mettl is a Saas based assessment platform that enables
organizations to create customized assessments for use across
the entire employee lifecycle, beginning with pre-hiring
screening and candidate skills assessment, training and
development programs for employees/students, certification
exams, contests and more.

TAKE A FREE TRIAL
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